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ABSTRACT  

An important part for projects, organizations etc. is to have a good system of how to manage 

information so that it´s constantly updated, accurate and available for all affected operators. 

Current degree project is performed on behalf of the IT-company Eurostep Group who has 

developed a software named Share-A-space for information management and they are now 

interested to see if there are any demands for Share-A-space in the field of urban development. 

During the degree project, a model was built using Share-A-space and the model is called CIM 

(City Information Model). The objective with the degree project was to investigate how 

information is managed today at the Administration of Urban Development, 

Stadsbyggnadsförvaltningen, at Eskilstuna municipality and if CIM would facilitate their work. 

A deeper investigation was made to locate where processes can be more efficient and how 

functions that CIM contains would be helpful. The degree project contains a literature study, a 

case study and a result where the literature study contains an environment monitoring, today’s 

visions of a future coherent digital work approach within municipalities and procedures for 

urban development. The case study contains information how Eskilstuna municipality is 

managing information, it also contains a description of how the model was built. The result 

contain information of how the model operates and the responds from interviews performed 

after a presentation of the model at the municipality. This degree project concludes that CIM 

in some ways definitely could be a valid alternative in the municipal work. The municipality 

didn’t see any benefits by having access to all technical information regarding all specific 

objects in the city. Processes would on the other hand, become more efficient and CIM would 

be a helpful tool in planning processes and contribute to make the municipal work more 

transparent. There were functions in CIM, especially the function to “travel in time”, that was 

considered extra useful for the employees at the municipality when planning the city but also 

for private residence to receive a greater understanding of future plans. To implement CIM 

would, on the other hand, be a resource demanding process which the municipality can´t 

perform at the moment without receiving financial support.  

 

Keywords: Boverkets visions, CIM, Coherent digital environment, Information 

management, Municipality, Share-A-space 
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SUMMARY 

The purpose with the degree project was to evaluate City Information Model (CIM) and to see 

if it could be a valid alternative for municipalities to use when planning, maintaining and 

developing cities. CIM is based on the software Share-A-space which in turn is invented by 

Eurostep Group. Eurostep is now interested to know what the demands are for a software like 

CIM, in what way CIM could facilitate and what possibilities CIM can enable for intended 

users. The intended user for current degree project is the Administration of Urban 

Development at Eskilstuna municipality and focus was on information management from a 

technical perspective. The future objectives with CIM are to store all information regarding a 

city, from all operators in the city, in one collaborative hub. CIM would also make it possible 

to see relations between objects and how they are effecting each other. It will also be possible 

to see future plans and with algorithms make analysis which would facilitate the planning 

process.  

To enable an evaluation of CIM, an environment monitory is made to investigate similar 

software’s on the market and in what way CIM is different. The literature study contains, except 

for the environment monitory, visions that Boverket, the Swedish National Board of Housing, 

Building and Planning has regarding information management for municipalities. It also 

contains processes that the municipality performs during physical urban planning (detailed 

development plan process and building permit process). This degree project contains a current 

study to investigate how Eskilstuna municipality is working today with information 

management and what tools that are used to share and retrieve information. The current study 

also contains a summary of how the CIM-model is built and structured in Share-A-space, how 

implemented information are retrieved and inserted in CIM and what special functions the 

software can operate. These functions were presented at the municipality together with a 

comprehensive presentation of the software. After the presentation at the municipality a group 

interview was performed with employees from the Administration of Urban Development, to 

get their opinion regarding CIM, possibilities or constrains they perceived with the software 

and in what way CIM could be furthered developed. The group interview represents, together 

with a presentation of the model, the result for this degree project. 

The main conclusion is that CIM could work as an alternative tool for the municipality in their 

work. Research questions for this degree project were, what the benefits are with an integrated 

City Information Model in the area of technical aspects, what specific features in CIM that 

could be extra helpful and if CIM could work as an alternative tool of present way of manage 

information. CIMs way of collecting all available information from every operator in a city 

would enable processes to be more efficient and the risk for errors that could appear would 

reduce. If CIM reaches its objective, all required information would be available and updated 

at all time and instead of collecting information from different sources, all information could 

be retrieved from one collaborative hub. CIM is on the other hand not customized for one 

specific user and the Administration of Urban Development didn’t see any benefits by having 

access to all technical information for all objects in the city which could be more useful for 

other departments.  



 

The presented functions that CIM could operate and which the municipality considered extra 

helpful is the possibility to “travel in time” and to see how appearances in the past have affected 

the city, how the city has developed and how the city is planned. The municipality saw great 

opportunities to combine CIMs ability to “travel in time” with algorithm based functions that 

CIM can operate. This would for example prevent that distances to nearest recreational area 

doesn’t exceed what’s recommended or ensure that the municipality includes all required 

public and social functions when planning new city areas.  

The municipality had an overall positive attitude regarding CIM and saw many possibilities 

with the software that would facilitate their work. But implement CIM requires a lot of 

resources and the municipality have today no possibilities to transform their organization 

without receiving financial support.  

Key words: Boverkets visions, CIM, Coherent digital environment, Information 

management, Municipality, Share-A-space 

  



 

SAMMANFATTNING 

Syftet med detta examensarbete var att utvärdera City Information Model (CIM) och se om det 

kan vara ett bra alternativ för kommuner att använda vid planering, underhåll och utveckling 

av städer. CIM är baserad på programvaran Share-A-space som är skapad av IT-företaget 

Eurostep Group. Eurostep är nu intresserad att se om efterfrågan finns, på vilket sätt CIM 

skulle underlätta och vilka möjligheter det skulle skapa för tilltänkta användare. Det tilltänkta 

användarna har i detta examensarbete varit Stadsbyggnadsförvaltningen på Eskilstuna 

kommun och fokus har varit på informationshantering ur ett tekniskt perspektiv. Syftet med 

CIM är att i framtiden samla all information för en stad i en gemensam databas. CIM skulle 

också göra det möjlig att se relationer mellan objekt, se hur de påverkar varandra, se framtida 

planer och med hjälp av algoritmer göra analyser som underlättar vid planeringsarbete.  

En omvärldsanalys utförts för att se vilka liknande programvaror som finns på marknaden och 

på vilket sätt CIM skiljer sig från dessa. Litteraturstudien för detta examensarbete innehåller, 

förutom omvärldsanalysen, önskemål som Boverket har angående informationshantering för 

kommuner. Litteraturstudien innehåller också en beskrivning av de processer kommunen 

utför vid stadsplanering (detaljplaneprocessen och bygglovsprocessen). Vidare i detta 

examensarbete har en fallstudie utförts för att undersöka hur Eskilstuna kommun arbetar med 

informationshantering idag och vilka verktyg som används för att dela och söka information. 

Den aktuella studien innehåller en sammanfattning hur CIM-modellen har byggts och 

strukturerats i Share-A-space, vilken information implementerats i CIM och vilka funktioner 

programmet har. Dessa funktioner presenterades på kommunen tillsammans med en 

omfattande presentation om själva programmet. Efter presentationen på kommunen utfördes 

en gruppintervju med anställda på Stadsbyggnadsförvaltningen för att få deras åsikter om 

CIM, vilka möjligheter eller svårigheter dem såg med CIM och vad som kunde utvecklas mer. 

Gruppintervjun tillsammans med en presentation av modellen representerar resultatet för 

detta examenarbete. 

Resultaten från detta examensarbete och de slutsatser som drogs var att CIM definitivt kan 

vara ett alternativ för kommunen i deras arbete. Frågeställningen som examensarbetet skulle 

besvara var vilka fördelar som finns med City Information Model ur ett tekniskt perspektiv, 

vilka speciella funktioner i CIM som var extra bra och om CIM skulle kunna vara ett alternativ 

för dagens sätt att hantera information. CIMs möjlighet att samla all tillgänglig information 

från samtliga aktörer i staden skulle möjliggöra effektivare processer och risken för fel som kan 

inträffa skulle minimeras. Om CIM uppnår sitt syfte skulle efterfrågad information alltid vara 

tillgänglig och uppdaterad och information från flera olika källor skulle finnas att hämta på en 

gemensam plats. CIM är inte anpassad för en specifik användare och 

Stadsbyggnadsförvaltningen såg inga fördelar med att ha tillgång till all teknisk information 

för alla objekt i staden vilket är något som kan vara mer användbart för andra avdelningar. 

  



 

De funktioner som CIM kan hantera, vilka också ansågs bidra till mest nytta var möjligheten 

att resa i tiden. Denna funktion för att se hur staden tidigare sett ut, hur staden utvecklats och 

hur staden planeras se ut i framtiden. Kommunen såg dessutom stora möjligheter att 

kombinera programmets funktion att resa i tiden med programmets möjligheter att hantera 

algoritmer. Detta skulle exempelvis göra att avstånd till närmsta grönområde inte överstiger 

rekommenderad längsta avstånd eller så att kommuner inkluderar alla nödvändiga 

samhällsfunktioner när nya områden planeras. 

Kommunen hade över lag en positiv inställning till CIM och såg många möjligheter med 

programmet som skulle underlätta i deras dagliga arbete. Men att implementera CIM skulle 

kräva stora resurser, kommunen har idag ingen möjlighet att inom organisationen utföra 

denna typ av förändring utan finansiellt stöd. 

Nyckelord: Boverkets önskemål, CIM, Informations hantering, Kommunen, 

Sammanhållen digital miljö, Share-A-space 
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TRANSLATIONS 

Table 1 Translations over commonly used words in the degree project 

English Swedish 

Building permit Bygglov 

Control manager Kontrollansvarig, KA 

Detailed development plan Detaljplan 

District regulations Översiktsplan 

Mapping Strukturell uppbyggnad av objekt i staden, i  
Share-A-space 

New buildings map Nybyggnadskarta 

Stakeholder Intressenter 

ACRONYMS 

Table 2 Acronyms over commonly used words in the degree project 

Shortenings Description 

BIM Building information modeling. A software used in architecture, 
engineering and construction industries. (Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks & 
Liston, 2008) 

CAD Computer-aided design. Software used for design and design 
documentation. (Autodesk, 2015) 

EPPS External Partner Product Specification  

GIS Geographic information system. System used for capturing, 
storing, checking and displaying data related to coordinates on earth’s 
surface. (National Geographic Society, 2015) 

IFC Industry Foundation Classes. IFC is a data model developed by 
the buildingSMART to facilitate interoperability in the building 
industry. (Solibri Inc., 2015) 

PML Product life cycle management. A process used to manage a 
products data and design over time, from its conception through its 
manufacture, use, retirement and disposal. (Product lifecycle 
management, 2011)   

STEP Standard for the Exchange of Product model data. The 
international standard ISO 10303, also named STEP “STandard for 
the Exchange of Product model data”, allows exchange and integration 
of data from different computer system without requirement of 
human involvement. (LKSoftWare GmbH, 2014) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This degree project highlights how information is shared and stored at Eskilstuna municipality 

today and how information regarding cities are available for all affected users. It investigates 

how City Information Model (CIM) would operate and if it could work as a complement to 

present work approach at the municipality.   

1.1 Background 

It is, within a project or within an organisation, important to maintain a good coordination 

regarding information so that it´s accurate and available to all affected operators within a 

reasonable time. Information should continuously be updated and integrated to current 

project so the risk for errors and time losses minimizes. Current degree project is performed 

on behalf of the IT-company Eurostep Group who has developed a software named Share-A-

space for this purpose. This software is used to collect all necessary information for a specific 

project and to make this information available in an open collaboration hub for all affected 

operators to share. Share-A-space is previously used a cross different industries such as 

aerospace and defence, power generation/plants and transportation industry (Eurostep, 

2012d). Next step for Eurostep is to implement the concept of Share-A-space into city planning 

and urban development. KTH The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm performs 

research connected to Share-A-space and has developed a demonstration model for a fictive 

city area with fictive information.  

As a further development of KTH´s research, this degree project also created a demonstration 

model, but instead of using fictive information about a city, real information is used. The 

construction of the model is performed in cooperation with a parallel degree project made by 

Ulrika Holm and Sandra Johansson (2015) “City Information Model-CIM, The benefits with 

an integrated CIM in the area of social studies and analysis”. The authors of this degree project 

designed and mapped the model while information retrieval and property adding were 

commonly performed with Holm and Johansson. Current degree project is focused on the 

benefits of collecting all technical information for a city and to evaluate some ingoing functions 

that CIM operates while the parallel degree project is focused on information associated to a 

social perspective. 

Eurostep is interested to know if there are any demands for a software like Share-A-space when 

managing information and planning the urban environment. In what way Share-A-space 

would facilitate for intended users of the software, whom for this degree project is the 

Administration of Urban Development at Eskilstuna municipality.  
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1.2 Objective 

The purpose with this degree project is to describe CIM and its use. To enable this, a CIM-

model over an existing city area in Eskilstuna was created in Share-A-space and later on 

analysed and evaluated.  

The objective for this degree project was to investigate how information for cities and city areas 

are managed today and in what way CIM would facilitate for intended users. A deeper 

investigation was made to see if processes at the municipality could be more efficient by storing 

all information regarding a city in one collaborative hub and if there are any benefits by making 

all technical information available for all intended users. Further studies was also performed 

to see if there were any specific features in CIM that could be extra useful for the 

Administration of Urban Development at Eskilstuna municipality.  

1.3 Research questions 

- What are the benefits with an integrated city information model in the area of technical aspects?  

 

- What specific features about CIM could be extra helpful for the employees at the Administration 

of Urban Development?  
 

- Could CIM work as an alternative of present (2015) way of manage information at the 

municipality? 

1.4 Delimitation 

This degree project is focused on how information for a city or a city area is handled in the 

software CIM, the study enlighten the information management. The retrieved and used 

information for CIM is delimited to the city area Munktellstaden in Eskilstuna, Sweden. The 

definition for Munktellstaden varies depending on who is asked, and for this degree project the 

area is defined by the author of this degree project and can be found in appendix 1. 

The study includes a survey of how information is managed and distributed between affected 

operators today. The focus for this degree project is how Eskilstuna municipality and 

specifically how the Administration of Urban Development at Eskilstuna municipality manage 

information and if CIM could be a valid complement to their work. A deeper study was made 

with objective to see if the urban planning process could be more efficient by using CIM. The 

software is analyzed from the problem specification “What are the benefits by using a software 

like CIM to collect and manage information a city holds”. This project is delimited from social 

parameters, which are more in focus in the parallel degree project, done by Holm and 

Johansson (2015).  
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1.5 Outline 

This degree project is divided into 12 chapters.  

Chapter 1: Introduction. Here are the background, objective, delimitation and research 

questions for the degree project presented.  

Chapter 2: Methodology. Explains how the degree project was completed and what it 

contains. 

Chapter 3: Eurostep Group. Describes the company Eurostep Group and how its software 

Share-A-space works. 

Chapter 4: Steps for urban development. Describes the detailed development plan process 

and the building permit process which are the primarily work at the Administration of Urban 

Development. 

Chapter 5: Desirable approaches in a digital environment. Explains the visions Boverket has 

regarding municipalities work in a digital environment, what constrains there are and where 

the responsibilities lays.  

Chapter 6: Environment monitoring. This chapter contains information regarding similar 

software’s or smaller tools comparable to CIM. 

Chapter 7: Eskilstuna municipality. Describes how Eskilstuna municipality is storing and 

distributing/sharing information within the organization and to stakeholders. 

Chapter 8: Model building. Description of how the model in Share-A-space is constructed, 

from information retrieval to the structure of the model. 

Chapter 9: Result. The result comprises both a presentation of the model and responds 

received from performed group interview made at Eskilstuna municipality. 

Chapter 10: Discussion. A discussion over the results that appeared and how the result 

corresponds to the problem specification for the degree project.  

Chapter 11: Conclusions. The problem specification is answered. 

Chapter 12: Suggestions for further research. Suggestions of how this degree project can be 

furthered developed. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 

The purpose with this degree project was to analyze CIM and evaluate if it could be used as an 

alternative of today´s way of manage information regarding a city. Evaluation of CIM was 

possible through a literature study which for instance gave a greater understanding of software 

comparable to CIM, through a current study that explains Eskilstuna municipality´s current 

work approach and the creation of the model and results obtained.  

2.1 Literature study  

The literature study contains information regarding the company Eurostep Group who is the 

client for current degree project. A deeper investigation of Share-A-Space is made to achieve a 

better understanding about the software regarding how it is meant to operate, what can be 

managed in the software and how Share-A-space has helped the previous costumer Scania.  

Another aspect studied is an environment monitoring, i.e. if there are similar tools on the 

market today that manage information the same way CIM is planned to. Further on the 

literature study comprises information regarding the detailed development plan- and building 

permit process in order to investigate what stages in the processes CIM can help and facilitate 

the municipal work. Laws and regulations are also studied to avoid possible events that 

interferes with the law.  

The last part of the literature study gives an example of risks and problems that can occur when 

storing information in one collaborative hub, which happened to the IT-service company Tieto 

in 2011. Key words for the literature study are Information collection, Information tools, Laws, 

Manage information, Maps, Planning processes, Responsibilities, Share-A-space and 

Technical aspects  

2.2 Case study 

The case study contains information retrieved over current city area, Munktellstaden in 

Eskilstuna, Sweden, in order to receive a comprehensive knowledge of what the area consists 

of, both above and under the earth surface. The collected information is used as input data 

when building the demonstration model with Share-A-space.  

The case study also comprises interviews performed in two different stages. The first stage 

interviews, performed before the presentation at the municipality, comprises two separate 

interviews, one at the Building Permit Department, Bygglovsavdelningen and one at the Street 

Department, Gatuavdelningen. These interviews is a part of the literature study and made with 

the purpose to receive a better understanding about how information is managed at the 

municipality today and what tools that are used. The second stage interview, which represents 

a part of the result for this degree project was performed after the presentation at the 

municipality, was a group interview with several employees at the Administration of Urban 

Development, with intention to see if CIM could be a valid tool for them to use. All interviews 

were semi-structured with intention to give the respondents a chance to answer more openly 

on the questions.   
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3 EUROSTEP GROUP  

Eurostep is a software company, founded in 1994 by Torbjörn Holm and Håkan Kården, 

providing innovative software and consultancy services. Eurosteps objectives are to apply 

standards for efficient and secure information collaborations across organizations and 

enterprises and also to apply standards for product life cycle management (PLM). The 

standards should be user-friendly for intended operators, have a high user acceptance along 

whit a low cost ownership in a way that previously not been possible. (Eurostep, 2012a). 

Eurostep has been involved and delivered large parts in the work of the ISO standard 10303, 

also named STEP, a standard who is implemented in their primary software product, Share-A-

space. Share-A-space has so far, been successfully introduced in several countries and 

industries such as aerospace- and defence industry, power generation/plants and 

transportation industry. (CIMdata, 2007). Next step for Eurostep is now according to Torbjörn 

Holm (Personal contact, 5th of February), to see the prospect of applying the concept Share-A-

space into urban development and facility management  

3.1 The software Share-A-space 

It is, within a project or within an organisation, important to maintain a good coordination 

regarding information so that it´s accurate and available to all affected operators within a 

reasonable time. Information should continuously be updated and integrated to current 

project so the risk for errors and time losses minimizes. According to Torbjörn Holm (personal 

contact, 5th of February 2015) Eurostep has developed a software named Share-A-space for this 

exact purpose. Share-A-space is used to collect all necessary information for a specific object 

and make this information available in one open collaboration hub for all affected operators to 

share (Eurostep, 2015b). 

3.1.1 Collaboration hub 

Share-A-space is a collaboration hub companies uses within projects or within entire 

organizations to store and distribute information. Information stored in Share-A-space can 

either be shared with all users of the project or just with a limited numbers of users, what user 

that has access to certain information is decided by the user distributing the information.  One 

idea with Share-A-space is to share information in one collaborative hub so that information 

is shared between different operators in a way more efficient than mail, telephone, etc.  If 

companies also uses Share-A-space to store the information they currently working on, all 

information stored in Share-A-space will be automatically updated and accurate when other 

users require that information. Another idea with Share-A-space is its ability to manage files 

from different software’s with varying file formats. It´s in this manner no necessity for different 

user of Share-A-space to use the same file format when sharing information between each 

other. Share-A-space is a software that usually store its information at several servers who 

continuously reflect each other. This implies that, if one server brakes down there are still 

backup servers containing the same information as the server who crashed contained.  

(Eurostep, 2012c).  
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The concept of Share-A-space is visualized in figure 1, where Share-A-space works as a central 

hub for different companies across various enterprises to share information with each other.    

 

Figure 1 Share-A-space concept. The figure shows different departments of one or multiple 
companies and how they are connected to the central collaboration hub.  
Source: Eurostep Group. 

 

3.1.2 Components in the software 

Share-A-space is a software that usually mange information for manufacturing industries such 

as the aerospace or transportation industry. It is within these industries important to maintain 

a structured order for all ingoing components in the project which Share-A-space is formed to 

do. The structure in Share-A-space varies for each project and is decided by the users working 

in the project, but components in the project can either be structured in a hierarchic order or 

in a non-hierarchic order. This is in Share-A-space entitled as E-BOM (the hierarchical order) 

or M-BOM (all components is stored in Share-A-space but without a specific order). E-BOM 

contains components, or “parts” as it is called in Share-A-space, in a specific order. This means 

that one part belongs to another part as a “parent” or a “child” relationship (i.e. the relation is 

a “contain of”-link). (Shaw, page 28) Another relationship between parts are simple links. 

Simple links means that parts are not related to each other in a hierarchal order, but have a 

relation to each other in some other way. Figure 2 illustrate the hierarchy or “contain of” 

relations (e.g. a door belongs to a building) and the relation between objects connected with 

simple links (a door have a relation with a node in the street).  

 
Figure 2 Simple link visualization. The figure shows the 
two different links that are possible to make in Share-A-
space. There are the “contain-of”-link between real 
estate and building, building and door, real estate and 
road network, road network and sidewalk, sidewalk 
and node. Then there are a simple link between the door 
and the node on the sidewalk, the simple link presents a 
relationship between the objects but not a “contain-of”-
relationship. 
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The name of one part is decided by the company who uses Share-A-space. If there are different 

companies that shares a hub in Share-A-space one part can, and most definitely will, have 

different names depending on what company you are looking on the part from, and the 

software can handle this. This phenomenon with the different names for the same part is called 

Multiple ID. The purpose with the program is to share information but still remain the 

information as it is in the company, so that parts are easy to locate when it´s required. (Shaw, 

page 8) 

For all parts there can be different versions of that part, i.e. if something is changed in the 

original part a new version is made. This means that if there is a newer version available a 

higher number will be presented next to the “new” part, the original part is still in the program 

(if the company wants so). (Shaw, page 10) 

3.1.3 Information attached to components 

One part can, in Share-A-space, be of different versions and 

have different information attached. This belongs to a 

trinity who goes from part, to part version, to part view 

definition. The part version contains the information there 

is of the different versions in the software at the time. The 

last part in the trinity is part view definition and this 

contains information regarding the part in focus. The 

information can be anything from color or weight to 

assembly instructions, drawings or specifications for that 

one specific part, it is also possible to connect different types 

of information to one part. In the program there is other 

things that can be created than just part, e.g. Breakdown 

element, organization, genericitem etc. (Shaw, page 14)  

 

To the different parts, breakdown elements or organizations that is made is it possible to 

connect properties, classifications or documents to the component. It is also possible to choose 

whatever you want to connect with your parts, the things listed above was just an example. 

(Shaw, page 22) 

  

Figure 3 The trinity. An illustration 
over part, part version, part view 
definition. 
Source: Eurostep Group 
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3.1.3.1. Time aspects  

During a course in Share-A-space Thomas Dilts (personal contact, 26th of February 2015) 

explained that when an object is inserted into the program it is possible to add duration for the 

component, for example, if a crane is planned at a construction site only for 3 months it is 

possible to decide the time. And when the time is up for the crane it will no longer be shown in 

the program, but it is possible to change the time in the program to see objects when the time 

has passed.  

It is possible to add times for planned objects, e.g. if a residential complex is planned ten years 

from now, i.e. year 2025 it is possible to add that time in Share-A-space. And since it is possible 

to add future times it is also possible to change the time, both back and forth in the software 

so that planned and old objects becomes visible. 

3.1.4 How to set up a work 

During the course with Dilts (26th of February 2015) information regarding different ways to 

set up work in Share-A-space was taught. If a work is set up in Share-A-space it can be done in 

two different ways, all of the information can be inserted directly into the program, in the 

server, or it can be inserted through an excel sheet. To do it through the excel sheet saves time. 

The excel sheet is a gathering document where all of the information that is going in to Share-

A-space is collected. In the excel document different sheets are connected to each other to join 

different components that are located in different sheets. After all of the information inserted 

into the excel document the document is imported to the server to create the same appearance 

as if you put everything in directly to the server. Things that can be imported in to the program 

are pictures, text documents and IFC files. IFC files has a neutral and open file format that 

make it possible to freely change information between CAD- programs and other software’s. 

IFC files can for example bee drawings on details or areas in a city.  
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3.1.5 Possibility to join tools to Share-A-space 

It is possible to join supporting tools to Share-A-space. One example of a supporting tool is 

Solibri Model Viewer which helps the user to visualize components or objects in Share-A-space. 

Since the two programs are connected to each other it is possible to highlight an object in, e.g. 

the 3D-drawing in Solibri Model Viewer and the connected information to that part is 

simultaneously highlighted in Share-A-space. In figure 4 an example of how Solibri and Share-

A-space operates together is shown. (Tarandi & Houbaux, 2010) 

 

Figure 4 Visual explanation of how Share-A-space is connected with Solibri Model Viewer. To the 
right in the figure a house is shown with a highlighted green wall. To the left in the figure Share-A-
space is shown with all of the objects that belongs to the house. The ellipses in the figure shows the 
same thing but the information is presented differently. The ellipse to the right marks the wall in the 
3D-drawing and the two ellipses to the left marks the wall in the software, the upper ellipse 
emphasize the wall and its information while the lower ellipse shows the wall with the other 
components and if the wall are joined together with another object.  
Source: Eurostep Group 

During the previous mentioned course in Share-A-space Thomas Dilts (personal contact, 26th 

of February 2015) explained that it is also possible to create functions in Share-A-space by 

using algorithms. These algorithms will help the program to calculate e.g. number of houses to 

nearest bus stop or number or kids in an area to closest preschool. 
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3.1.6 Customer Case: Scania 

An example on how Share-A-space helped the automotive industry manufacturer Scania AB 

(Customer cases, page 3); (Customer Case: Scania: OEM Collaboration, page 1) is presented in 

this section. 

Scania who is a global company has also global partner companies. In this example Scania and 

Higer Bus Company Limited had some problems to communicate which almost cost their 

partnership. Scania´s intension with their partnership was to sell at the Chines market. 

Scania constructed the chassis and then they were sent to Higer who constructed the body and 

later on sent the data back to Scania so they could handle support. And the problem that 

ascended was that Scania could not be sure if Higer had used Scania´s standard parts or not, 

and they didn’t know how to interpreting the data they were given from Higer. This was 

because the two companies had different names of the same parts and when the data was 

delivered back to Scania they didn’t recognize the product ID and the products were sent back 

to Higer. But here, Higer said that the parts were the right ones, but Scania was skeptical and 

their partnership was almost over. And it is here Eurostep with its Share-A-space is connected 

to the problem. 

Eurostep in collaboration with Scania build an External Partner Product Specification (EPPS) 

platform with Share-A-space, to manage product information created by an external part. This 

gave Scania a tool to manage product specification with their partners. The benefits (except a 

continuing partnership) was reduce of manual input data, there is an improved data quality 

over lifecycle and a high traceability of designed-, built- and maintained parts/objects. The 

product ID´s that is used are different for the two companies but it is the same product, and 

this is manage with Share-A-space. 
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4 PROCEDURES FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT  

The primarily work at the Administration of Urban Development is to establish detailed 

development plans and provide building permits. This chapter contains therefor information 

of the municipality’s work with physical urban planning.   

4.1 Detailed development plan process  

Municipalities have planning monopoly which provides them with full control over their own 

municipality. A detailed development plan is the municipality’s instrument to control the use 

of land and water areas. They can by the detailed development plan regulate what the most 

preferably use is for an area and thereby set the guidelines for prospect developers.  The 

detailed development plan is a legally binding document that must be followed and if an 

interested party wants to depart from the plan then he must apply for a planning change which 

will lead to a new detailed development plan process. The plan process start with an application 

from a developer, or by the municipality itself, to establish a new detailed development plan or 

to change an already existing plan. The municipality have then an option to either reject the 

application or to proceed and commence a detailed development plan process. Detailed 

development plans can be established trough different procedures. Most often trough either a 

standard procedure or an expanded procedure. The municipality should, if it possible, go 

through with the detailed development plan by a standard procedure. (Boverket, 2014a) 

4.1.1 The standard process  

 

Figure 5 Standard plan process. Stages in standard plan process. 

A standard plan process (illustrated in figure 5) begins with a consultation. The municipality 

should during the consultation establish a proposal to a detailed development plan. Effected 

parties such as governmental authorities, organizations and local inhabitants can then give 

comments on the proposal which the municipality uses when adjusting the plan.  The 

municipality will then notify all affected parties about the adjustments made on the proposal 

and reply on all comments that not led to any changes on the plan.  The affected parties can 

then, during the review, take part of the detailed development plan and once again leave 

comments. The municipality will then analyze and consider the incoming comments and either 

adjust the plan from the received comments or dismiss the comments by answer them with 

reasons why the comments were dismissed and then proceed the process to adoption. The 

adoption is made by the Municipal Council, Kommunfullmäktige, or by the Building 

Committee, Byggnadsnämnden, who can adopt the plan on delegation from the municipal 

council.  Effected parties have three weeks after adopted plan a possibility to once again appeal 

against the adopted plan. All appeals will be considered and can either lead to further 

Consultation Notification Review
Review 
report

Adoption Legal force
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investigations or if no comments are received within three weeks the detailed development 

plan will reach legal force. (Boverket, 2014c)  

4.1.2 The expanded process   

 

Figure 6 Expanded process. Stages in expanded process. 

An expanded process is selected if the detailed development plan contrary to the County 

Administration Board, Länsstyrelsen opinions, has large impact on public interests or is 

expected to have large impact on the environment. The expanded process is illustrated in figure 

6. The expanded process is comparable to the standard process but more comprehensive. What 

separates the expanded process from the standard process is that an expanded process starts 

with a public announcement in the local press. The residence should have a chance to take part 

of the plan and have a chance to affect the outcome of the detailed development plan process. 

The municipality will, after the consultation is conducted, establish a consultation report. The 

consultation report should present the detailed development plan, all comments from affected 

parties together with comments from the municipality. (Boverket, 2014d)  

4.2 Building permit process 

The first step in the process is to see if the applicant’s project needs a building permit, the 

easiest way to control this, is to take contact with the Building Committee at the municipality. 

If the Building Committee considers that a permit is needed an application can be made, which 

is the next step in the process. The application has to be written and contain data, blueprints 

and other documents and the municipality needs to make a decision on the building permit 

application. In the application should, usually, a proposal on a control manager be enclosed. 

(Boverket, 2014b) 

When the application has arrived to the Building Committee at the municipality a first review 

of the case is done. The first review controls if the project really needs a building permit. In the 

first review a check is done to control that the application is complete, i.e. that all necessary 

documents was enclosed. When the application deemed complete is the Building Committee 

at the municipality sending an acknowledgement of receipt as soon as possible. When an 

application for building permit is send to the Building Committee at the municipality will the 

application be verified if the project matches the requirements that are in the detailed 

development plan and district regulations. If the project is outside the detailed development 

plan and district regulation a test will be done if long-term good husbandry of land- and water 

is promoted. A building decision should be noted to the applicant within 10 weeks. (Boverket, 

2014b) 
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When the application meet all the requirements and comments from neighbors are presented 

can the Building Committee make a decision regarding handing out the building permit. The 

project can’t start until a start statement from the Building Committee is received, it is not 

enough with a granted building permit. Before the start statement is sent to the applicant the 

Building Committee has a technical consultation together with the applicant to go through how 

the project should be planned and organized. After the technical consultation a start statement 

is sent to the applicant and the project can start. If a technical consultation is not required, a 

start statement should be handed out right after the building permit is handed out. (Boverket, 

2014b) In figure 7 is the building permit process shown with its main points. 

 

Figure 7 Building permit process. The figure shows the steps that is required to get a building permit. 
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5 DESIRABLE APPROCHES IN A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT  

The digital development is constantly in movement and private persons, companies and 

organizations require rapid access of reliable and current information produced by the public 

sector (Boverket, 2012). Sweden has in measurements since the beginning of the 21th century 

been one of the top countries in digitizing information established by the public sector but is 

now starting to get behind on that list, especially among the European countries (Jonasson, L., 

Persson, A. & Forest, C., 2013). Even if Sweden is falling on the list, different digital tools are 

constantly used in the municipal work such as software for case management, software for 

producing digital drawings and different GIS-software’s that process geographical 

information. The many different software’s and working approaches has also contributed to 

difficulties sharing information between actors since different interfaces are used. A more 

coherent approach is therefore wanted to facilitate the work and to make it more efficient. One 

example, where a more digitalized and coherent work approach could be further developed is 

when municipalities are establishing new detailed development plans. (Boverket, 2012)  

5.1 Digital detailed development plan process  

The process of producing a new detailed development plan is today considered unnecessarily 

long and the Swedish government believes that the time to establish a new detailed 

development plan can be reduced by new digital approaches (Boverket, 2012). A more effective 

planning process is also considered to have a positive contribution to the construction industry. 

New developer are, if the process is short and if the transparency is great, more likely to initiate 

to a new detailed development plan process. Another advantages with an efficient detailed 

development plan process is the economic recovery for each municipality.  Many 

municipalities are today struggling with a tight budget and by using a software who facilitates 

the process would imply that less money and time are required when establishing a detailed 

development plan. (Statskontoret, 2014) 

Boverket and Lantmäteriet, the National Land Survey of Sweden, have by commission from 

the Swedish government, performed a survey with focus on Swedish municipalities and their 

digital approaches. The surveys objectives are among other things to examine if the process of 

producing a detailed development plan could be more resource efficient, more transparent for 

affected actors and if it´s possible to shortening the time for establishing a detailed 

development plan by using new or more comprehensive digital methods. The Swedish 

government call this project a harmonization of work methods between actors in a digital 

environment. (Boverket, 2012) The vision is that the whole urban development sector should 

cooperate in a coherent digital environment and that a harmonization of the detailed 

development plan process is just a first step in that direction (Statskontoret, 2014).   
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The primary factors which also are widely expected to be fulfilled in a digital environment and 

are desirable for a detailed development plan process are according to Boverket (2012):  

- Efficiency (A detailed development plan should be established, accepted and completed in the 

most resource effective way possible) 

- Predictable (Everyone should be able to understand and to see the consequences of the 

commitments during the process. It is therefore important for everyone to have possibilities of 

awareness regarding the detailed development plan process) 

- Citizen’s perspective (Every citizen should have access to electronic services which provide 

access to requested information)  

- Interaction (A public organization should have clear guidelines for information management) 

- Responsibility (A distinct allocation of responsibilities between government, municipalities 

and the private sector) 

- Consistency (There should be a framework for information management across organizations 

and responsibilities)   

5.2 Laws and regulations 

The vision of a completely coherent information management is not entirely viable. There are 

varying restrictions in the form of laws and regulations that affects the information 

management and the information distribution between operators within cities and urban 

development. Restrictions demanding higher security on certain information which most often 

implies that each part has their own way of manage and distribute information.  

5.2.1 Distribution of sensitive information 

There are an overhanging risk for a city and its citizens to become vulnerable if unauthorized 

persons gets hold of sensitive information regarding the city infrastructure. Some city related 

information is more inclined to keep confidential with purpose to prevent sabotage than other. 

Information regarding the clean water distribution grid, information of landscapes details and 

information regarding the electric grid are examples of information with greater need of 

confidentiality. (Livsmedelsverket, 2012; “Permits Act protections for Geographic 

Information”, 2015; Svenska Kraftnät, 2005)   

5.2.2 Act (1993: 1742) on the protection of landscape information  

There are reformations regulating the preparation, distribution and storage of landscape 

information. This includes information regarding surface under and above the ground and 

information under and above the see surface (1993:1742). Information with landscape details 

over Swedish territory is not allowed to be prepared, distributed or stored without permission 

from Lantmäteriet and permission will only be granted if the information is considered not to 

damage the Swedish total defense (“Permits Act protections for Geographic Information”, 

2015).  This regulation does not includes maps with a scale of 1:100 000 or less, maps produced 

before year 1900 or pictures produced exclusively by satellites(1993:1742). 
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5.2.3 Lås och bom-föreskrifterna (LIVSFS 2008:13) 

In 2010 requested a private person information regarding a large area of the clean water 

distribution grid in Skåne in southern Sweden. Information requested were drawings over the 

distribution grid with specified locations for pipes, pump stations, valves and manhole covers. 

Sydvatten AB who at that time managed the water grid, refused to distribute the information 

to the requesting person because of its sensitivity. Sydvatten AB considered the information 

too detailed and informative for an unauthorized person and to distribute the information 

would imply a security risk for the city and its citizens. This occurrence became a case in court 

and the result was new regulations regarding distribution of material with sensitive 

information. (Wikström, page 2-3)  

Several initiators such as Svenskt vatten, The Swedish water & Wastewater association, 

Norrvatten and Sydvatten, cooperated to frame a regulation in objective to prevent incident as 

the one that occurred in Skåne in 2010. They all experienced a necessity of a supporting tool 

to be able to keep sensitive information confidential. The cooperating organizations founded 

with support of the Swedish food administration, Livsmedelsverket, the injunction “Lås och 

Bom” (LIVVSFS 2008:13). The injunction supporting, by paragraph 6, every water distributor 

from sharing information regarding the clean water grid. (Wikström, page 4-5) 

6 § The operator producing drinking water or provide drinking water from a distributing plant 

will take the necessary administrative and technical measures to ensure that the system for 

operating and monitoring of the drinking water production and drinking water distribution 

are protected from unauthorized access. Even important documents for operating and 

monitoring will be protected against unauthorized access. (Translated from Swedish by the 

authors of this degree project). 

5.2.4 Security regarding the electricity grid 

According to the Swedish Security ordinance must all companies who providing electricity 

implement a safety analysis over their organization. This in objective to survey what 

information within the organization to keep confidential from a safety point of view for the 

national security. The electricity distribution is an important part of the national infrastructure 

and should have the utmost safety to prevent loss of power. (Svenska Kraftnät, 2005)  

The electricity distributors must according to The Electricity Act (1997:857) ensure that the 

loss of electricity to an electricity consumer never exceed twenty-four hours. Electricity 

distributors must thereby adjust the electricity grid security to a certain level, high enough to 

ensure electricity loss longer than twenty-four hours never occur. Drawings over the electric 

grid who reveals information and positions regarding the underground grid, including 

important nodes in the grid, could therefore be considered as information with higher 

confidentiality status. (Svenska Kraftnät, 2005) 
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5.3 Responsibilities to reach a coherent digital environment 

According to Boverkets report regarding harmonize the municipal approach in a digital 

environment, conclusions are that several measures can be taken and the responsibility to 

reach the stated objectives are divided. Governmental authorities are in cooperation with the 

Swedish eGovernment, E-delegationen and Lantmäteriet responsible to enable a more 

coherent digital environment. Not only new tools for information management are required, 

but also new innovative work methods and reformations of current work methods. (Boverket, 

2012).  

5.3.1 Government at national level 

The government is according to Statskontoret, The Swedish Agency for Public Management 

(2014), the primary instance to pursue the work with digitizing the detailed development plan 

process. It is the government’s responsibility to highlight the issue and come up with a vision 

for the project, establish an action plan and distribute responsibility to organizations and 

governmental agencies. The government must monitor and regularly follow up the process so 

that the process proceeds. (Statskontoret, 2014) 

However, a greater demand of digital services does not necessarily comes along with greater 

resources and one presumption is therefor that municipalities can transform their organization 

into a more digitalized organization in a resource efficient manner (Sundström, 2014). The 

incitement for Swedish municipalities to develop their way of work is not strong enough to 

proceeds any changes themselves. The resources are to insufficient for municipalities to 

individually rearrange their organizations, educate the municipal employees or to purchase 

new computer software. The government has therefor a big responsibility for a change to be 

possible. The government must provide with financial support to each municipality and also 

educate the municipalities so that the transition is smooth and maintained. (Statskontoret, 

2014)  

5.3.2 Organizations and governmental agencies 

E-delegationen has together with several governmental agencies a responsibility to create tools 

for interoperability (digital coordination) to enable transparency and information exchange 

between different organizations and businesses (edelegationen, 2015). E-delegationen has also 

a responsibility to develop electronic services where private persons and other actors, in a 

convenient and fast way, have access to reliable and current information. By electronic service 

means a service provided by an electronic interface completely or partially performed in an 

electronic manner (Boverket, 2012). It is therefore also important that everyone uses related 

interfaces and definitions so that information is readable and understandable for everyone in 

all municipalities around Sweden (Statskontoret, 2014). The interface must also enable using 

BIM based software which is commonly used in the construction industry and is expected to 

be further used in the future (Boverket, 2012). 

Boverket has a responsibility to establish reforms regarding archiving and information 

management. It must be clear what electronic services that are required and what responsible 

each municipality has to provide information (Boverket, 2012).  

http://www.edelegationen.se/Stod-och-verktyg/Digital-samverkan/
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6 ENVIRONMENT MONITORING  

This chapter contains information regarding similar software’s or smaller tools as Share-A-

space’s CIM-idea is supposed to work. Represented here are for example BIM, which are as 

CIM but only for buildings, Geographic Information System – GIS which uses data over 

multiple aspects of a city to make analyses, and Ledningskollen which contains information 

about underground infrastructure.  

6.1 Building Information Modeling - BIM 

BIM is a software used in architecture, engineering and construction industries. With the 

software, a virtual model of a building is created digitally and the completed model contains 

geometry and relevant data needed to be able to construct, fabricate and produce the building.  

BIM can also contain information regarding a buildings lifecycle, basis for new construction 

competences and variations in parts and relations in a project. (Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks & 

Liston, 2008) 

To BIM different tools can be included, one of them are CAD since all CAD systems produce 

digital files.  In the beginning CAD files was in 2D but the system was further developed and 

additional information to objects in the drawing got information connected to them and 3D 

files was created. A building model created with BIM tools can support numerous different 

views of the data to an object with a drawing, both in 2D and 3D. (Eastman, Teicholz, Sacks & 

Liston, 2008) 

There are different definitions of what BIM technology is and according to M.A Mortenson 

Company some characteristic features of BIM technology are (Campbell, 2006): 

- Digital 

- Spatial (3D) 

- Measurable (quantifiable, dimension-able and query-able) 

- Comprehensive (encapsulating and communicating design intent, building performance, 

constructability and sequential and financial aspects of means and methods) 

- Accessible (to the entire Architecture, engineering and construction/ owner team through an 

interoperable and intuitive interface) 

- Durable (usable through all phases of a facility´s life)  
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6.2 Web maps 

Web maps are an electronic web based service merging information from Lantmäteriet, 

organizations and municipal departments. The service is used in most of the Swedish 

municipalities and is directed against anyone who searching for information regarding a city 

or a city district.  The web map is a hub collecting geographical data such as demographical 

and topographical information from organizations and municipal departments and the 

information can be added as a layer in the Web map. The Web map has usually direct access 

to data from the actors sharing the data. This means that the data at the web map will be 

automatically updated when the information is changed by the source. Examples of layers that 

could be added in the Web map are information for national interests, population density, 

hydrographic information, streets and rail ways and information over the terrain. The web 

maps contains different layers in different cities depending on what information the specific 

municipality choose to add and what information that is available in that municipality. 

(Lantmäteriet, 2015b) (Patrik Johansson, Personal contact, 2015-02-25) 

6.3 Geographic Information System – GIS 

GIS is a computer system used for capturing, storing, checking and displaying data related to 

coordinates on earth’s surface. GIS can, if it’s chosen by the user, show multiple different kinds 

of data on one single map. GIS can use any information that includes positions, the position 

can be expressed in different ways, such as coordinates (latitude and longitude), addresses or 

zip codes. GIS technology give people the possibility to compare locations to see how they relate 

to each other. Other information that is included in the system are different data about people 

(population, income or education level). The system can include information about the land 

(locations of streams, vegetation or soil). Another aspect that can be stored in the system are 

information about farms, schools, roads and electric power lines. (National Geographic 

Society, 2015) 

The data in GIS can be in multiple different forms. Data that are in map form can be included 

in GIS directly, but if information is put in to GIS the data has to be captured i.e. the data has 

another source. Data in digital form can be uploaded to GIS, in digital form can images and 

tables count. When all of the data is put together in GIS it is important e.g. that the maps are 

in the same scale so that the relationship between the distance on a map and the distance in 

real life is the same. (National Geographic Society, 2015) In figure 8 different stages of data 

that can be used in GIS are shown, the figure is presented in this degree project to clarify the 

description of GIS. 
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Figure 8 Geographic Information System. In this example of how GIS can work three layers of data 
are presented on a different maps and later on (in the fourth layer) all data is shown on the same 
map.  
Source: GAO. 

According to National Geographic Society (2015) GIS often contains a large range of data a lot 

of relations ca be found, two examples are shortly presented below: 

- GIS can show how many doctors there are in different areas compared to population in the same 

area studied 

- GIS technology makes it possible to look over an area that changes over time. Satellite data over 

polar regions to see how much that is covered in ice  

6.4 Ledningskollen 

Damages on underground infrastructure, liable to occur during building and construction 

work, costs hundreds of millions Swedish crowns each year. Damages on underground 

infrastructure could also generate disturbance of important social functions and affect 

corporations connected to severed cables. To avoid damages during excavation work and to 

facilitate projection- and planning work, Post- och telestyrelsen (PTS), the Swedish Post and 

Telecom agency has developed a national internet portal entitled Ledningskollen. The 

objective with Ledningskollen is to decrease the amount of damages on underground 

infrastructure and thereby also avoid the extended construction time, the extended cost when 

repairing severed cables and avoid disturbance for connected users to the cable. (PTS, 2010). 
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Ledningskollen was launched in 2010 via a request from public and private cable owners and 

it was, and still is, financed by PTS with contributions from Trafikverket, the Swedish 

Transport Administration and Svenska Kraftnät, the Swedish national grid. Ledningskollen is 

the most comprehensive underground infrastructure web service available on the market today 

and the target group is all operators with interests as well as private persons, public authorities, 

private companies and municipalities. The service is free of charge to use, both for the part 

distributing the information and the part require the information and there are today 667 cable 

owners connected to Ledningskollen.  (Ledningskollen.se, 2015) 

When using Ledningskollen to search 

for information regarding underground 

infrastructure, the user must define the 

current area by mark it on a map or by 

specifying the coordinates for the area. 

This is illustrated in figure 9. Affected 

cable owners within the defined area 

will thereafter be informed by mail and 

each cable owner have the opportunity 

to consider what information to 

distribute to requesting party and what 

information to keep confidential. 

Important to remember is that 

Ledningskollen is not a central portal 

for underground infrastructure and 

that it is not mandatory for parties to 

register or share information about 

their underground cables. It is in this manner still a risk to damage an unregistered cable, duct 

or pipe when digging in the ground. (Ledningskollen.se, 2015)  

6.5 A Sustainable Urban Collaboration Hub - SUCH 

Previous research performed at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm is the project 

SUCH (A Sustainable Collaboration Hub). SUCH is a further development on the project BIM 

Collaboration Hub, for building design, production and operation and management. BIM 

collaboration Hub was the platform for the model based and collaborative work over the 

lifecycle of a construction. SUCH is partly based from of the result from the BIM collaboration 

Hub project and the purpose with SUCH is to extend the application of BIM Collaboration Hub 

into city blocks, cities and infrastructure. (Tarandi, 2013) 

  

Figure 9 Marked area. To receive technical information 
regarding objects located underground an area must be 
marked on a map at Ledningskollen.se.  The figure 
shows a marked area in Munktellstaden, Eskilstuna used 
for this degree project. 
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The purpose with SUCH project is to provide a platform for information collaboration between 

stakeholders in a city. The platform consists of a tool for control of planning, monitoring, 

construction, operation, management and recycling. Figure 10 is a general illustration of the 

concept SUCH and what information SUCH will handle, from city planning to information 

regarding specific object in the city over time. It is in SUCH possible for different stakeholders 

to share information on the same platform provided that the information that is shared has an 

open format. (Tarandi, 2013). 

 
Figure 10 Concept of SUCH. Illustration of information that SUCH will handle from city planning to 
independent objects. 
Source: Tarandi. V. 

6.6 Systems for commination between organizations and 

residents 

Several municipalities around Sweden are using different management services to control 

assets and to communicate with citizens, companies and organizations. Infracontrol is a 

company providing services for cities, organizations and municipalities to control, monitor and 

manage information regarding the city. There are currently approximately 70 municipalities 

across Sweden using services from Infracontrol to manage information and communicate with 

citizens and organizations (Infracontrol, 2015). Infracontrol is for example creating mobile 

application where organizations are able to communicate with affected persons. Private 

persons can for example provide the municipality whit opinions regarding the urban 

environment and the urban infrastructure. The municipalities can in the same way provide 

private persons with relevant community information. One example of how Infracontrols 

service could be used is in locations with a high risk for flooding. Registered Infracontrol users 

will, when there is an increased risk for a flooding, receive a notification from a local measuring 
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stations. Users of Infracontrol will thereby be more prepared and more likely to save personal 

belongings and retain a safe distance to the flooding. The notification is also sent to operators 

controlling the technical infrastructure who could make sure that the sewage water grid is 

intact before it’s too late. (Infracontrol, 2015).  

What makes Infracontrol unique is, according to Jenny Gustavsson (Personal contact, 2015-

04-21), that there is no necessity of an intermediary part. Similar applications on the market 

require a person who manually receives all notifications and then distribute these notifications 

to relevant contractor. By using Infracontrols application the notification will be automatically 

sent to the correct part and when the notification is received and rectified, a notification will 

be sent back directly to the part who made the initial notification. Figure 11 illustrates how 

notifications are distributed between users. 

 

Figure 11 How Infracontrol works. The figure shows Infracontrol in the middle and its partners 
around it. Example: If an unpleasant event occurs at a private person the person reports the event to 
Infracontrol and those in turn reports to relevant partner.  
Source: Infracontrol. 
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6.7 The Tieto scandal 

Problem can occur when several users store information in the same data base, one event is in 

2011 when the IT-service company Tieto’s system crashed and the information became 

available for unauthorized people or disappeared. This event is named The Tieto Scandal. 

It is important to backup today’s technology and its components within a company, this 

because more and more parts of businesses is handled by computers and other digital systems. 

Since more parts gets digital in organizations a solution for dealing with the risk of losing 

important business data is required to prevent that the information disappears. (Importance 

of backup, 2015) One example of where backup systems was required to work was for the IT-

Company Tieto and what became known as Tieto scandal, the example is presented below: 

Tieto is a company that produces software to help other companies re-evaluating and redesign 

its IT environment to reach the company’s business goals (TIETO ABP, 2015).  In November 

2011 a large malfunction that lasted for 11 days hit Tieto where two of their memory circuits 

stopped working on a short period of time. This led to computer system breakdowns for several 

companies that was working together with and was using Tieto´s services. The malfunction 

had to it’s following that the storage system crashed which resulted in interruption for 1800 

servers. In total, 46 costumers to Tieto was affected by this incident. (TIETO ABP, 2012) 

Among the affected companies and municipalities was for example Apoteket AB, the Swedish 

Drugstore Company (Jerräng, 2011).  

The localization of control information regarding the system in the server exposed to 

malfunction, was one reason for the long reset time. An investigation made by Tieto shows that 

incident management process is designed according to standards for incident management 

and therefore not designed for an incident of this range. Under the restoration work was 

services that Tieto assessed to be socially critical prioritized. (TIETO ABP, 2012)   

According to TIETO ABP (2012) measures to prevent that anything similar happens again and 

to strengthen the operation Tieto has taken a few things in mind: 

- All of the reset servers will be located on a new storage platform 

- The control information is stored on several separated systems 

-  Increased quality risk assessments together with every costumer 

- Extended exercises regarding malfunction and its impact together with costumers and 

authorities  
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7 ESKILSTUNA MUNICIPALITY 

The Administration of Urban Development is one of seven administrations at Eskilstuna 

municipality and is organized as figure 12. Other administrations at Eskilstuna municipality 

are the Administration of Childcare and Education, the Administration of Environment and 

Emergency and the Administration of Family and Labor Market. The Administration of Urban 

Development is divided into nine departments, all with their own responsibility. This degree 

project focused on the Planning Department, Planavdelningen, and the Building Permit 

Department but interviews has also been performed at the Street Department. (Eskilstuna 

Kommun, 2015c) 

 

7.1 How information is stored and shared at Eskilstuna 

municipality  

The following sections (7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.3) describes how information is stored, shared and 

distributed at Eskilstuna municipality and with other stakeholders in the city. The information 

of how the municipality is managing information is collected from performed interviews which 

can be found in appendix 2.   

7.1.1  Within the municipality  

Information at the municipality is today stored in different ways depending on what 

department holding the information and what type of information it is. Information is usually 

stored on internal computer disks at the department, briefing books and in the paper archive. 

But the majority of all information regarding the city is also available at The map Eskilstuna.  
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Figure 12 Organization chart. The Administration of Urban Development at Eskilstuna municipality 
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The map Eskilstuna is the primary location for employees on the Building Permit Department 

and the Planning Department to use for retrieval of necessary information. Almost all 

information needed in their everyday work is available at the Eskilstuna map so if The map 

Eskilstuna, for some reason is shut down, the work at the departments will be more 

complicated or even impossible to perform.  

Information not available at The map Eskilstuna will be sent by mail between departments at 

Eskilstuna Municipality. If a person at the Building Permit Department e.g. need information 

regarding a detailed development plan and don’t find that specific information at The map 

Eskilstuna, that person will send a request by email to the Planning Department for correct 

information or search for the information in the paper archive. It also happens that employees 

are walking between the departments when retrieving information from each other. Figure 13 

shows an indication how information usually is stored and distributed at Eskilstuna 

Municipality.  

7.1.2 Between the municipality and private persons  

Everyone with a computer have access to all information at The map Eskilstuna. If a private 

person or a private company is wondering something regarding Eskilstuna, the first place to 

search for that information is at The map Eskilstuna. The information, on the other hand, can 

in some cases be difficult to understand and it is therefore common that people calls or send 

e-mail with questions regarding the information. “To read and understand e.g. a detailed 

development plan is not easy for everyone to do and the Building Permit Department is 

therefore answering many questions of that sort” said Rebecca at the Building Permit 

Department. 

If residence is asking for information that is not available on The map Eskilstuna the 

municipality can, if they have the information, send it to the requested person by mail. In cases 

when the municipality don’t have the information stored, the requesting person needs to 

search for information at the city archive. It could for example be information regarding the 

history for a real estate. If a department at the municipality have information regarding the 

city that affects several private residence, information will be released through press releases 

in the local newspaper or on the web site for Eskilstuna municipality.     

7.1.3 Between the municipality and private companies and organizations  

Information between municipal departments and private companies is shared the same way 

as between the municipal departments and private residence, mostly via mail and by 

telephone. Private and public companies have also access to The map Eskilstuna, so if they 

wants to know something regarding the city they can retrieve information there.  

If the municipality require information from any of the stakeholders in the city they will send 

a request to affected stakeholder by mail. Depending on what information the municipality 

requires, the stakeholder can either reply by send the information by mail or ad required 

information on a blueprint which also is being sent by mail. One example of this is when The 
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Building Permit Department is establishing a New Buildings Map. All operators with current 

information are during the process, one by one, adding information that affects the plan 

separately. This is a time consuming process but it is regulated by laws and copyrights and to 

manage this process in any other way would be difficult, according to Rebecca at The Building 

Permit Department. Figure 13 illustrates how information is managed at Eskilstuna 

municipality today. 

 

Figure 13 Communication and information retrieval. The figure illustrates how information is stored 
and shared within the municipality and between the municipality and stakeholders in Eskilstuna.   
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7.2 Tools  

What tools for information management that currently are used at Eskilstuna municipality 

were revealed during performed interviews with employees at the Administration of Urban 

Development. The interviews can be found in appendix 2. Following chapter gives a brief 

description over some of the tools that Eskilstuna municipality are using. 

7.2.1 The map Eskilstuna 

The map Eskilstuna is the municipality’s own map service that allows you to see location-

bound information over selected area in Eskilstuna, Sweden. The map contains lots of different 

information such as national interests, bus stops and population density. The information is 

represented by different layers that is easy to lighten in the map. It is the municipality who 

provides The map Eskilstuna but it is also available for corporations and citizens. (Eskilstuna 

Kommun, 2015b) 

7.2.1.1. Your city – Eskilstuna in 3D 

As a complement to the map Eskilstuna there is Your City – Eskilstuna in 3D. Your City is a 3D 

model of Eskilstuna to convey different projects that are underway in the municipality. The 

service is there to help you understand what is happening in the city and to learn more about 

the projects. The 3D map gives you a feeling that is more lifelike than a regular 2D map, and it 

can be easier to locate searched parts in the map. In the map it is also for example possible to 

see how the sun over the year touches the buildings. (Eskilstuna Kommun, 2015a) 

7.2.2 Felanmälan Eskilstuna 

Eskilstuna municipality is according to Patrik Johansson (Personal contact, 25th of February) 

using an application created by Abou AB. The application is called “Felanmälan Eskilstuna” 

and it is available to all citizens with a smart phone or tablet. Private persons can by using the 

application e.g. report if a street lamp is broken, if there is a bump in the road that needs to be 

repaired, if there is a need of snow clearance or if graffiti is discovered on an unwelcomed 

location. When reporting a discovered error, the person who discovers the problem can point 

out where the problem is on a map and describe what the problem is in a comment field. This 

report will appear as a notification to a person at Eskilstuna municipality who collects and 

distribute the notifications to the responsible instance.  
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8 MODEL BUILDING 

This chapter describes the city area chosen for the CIM-model, information retrieved to enable 

the construction of the model, how inserted information was retrieved, description over the  

model created and how the objects in the model structurally relates to each other.   

8.1 Munktellstaden 

The model created in Share-A-space is based on information from Munktellstaden in 

Eskilstuna. This urban city area used to contain large industries combined with some 

apartment buildings mixed with a local brewery etc. During 2006 the last large industry moved 

from the area and the municipality decided to create an area for the people in the city and the 

area is now filled with e.g. restaurants, an art gallery, Munktell Science Park and multifamily 

buildings. A new bathhouse is under construction and a sports facility is in a planning stage. 

There are also large areas in Munktellstaden that are currently empty but in the future will be 

filled with for example multifamily buildings. Two national interests are located in the area, 

one on an existing road that is connected to the area and one over the culture environment in 

the area. (Forsrup, 2015) 

In the Munktellstaden area that is enlighten in this degree project there are different 

components that consists of accommodations, industries, activity facility, cultural buildings, 

recreation areas, parking spaces and empty areas. There are also housing and two activity 

facilities planned in the upcoming years. In figure 14 the area is presented with attached 

information in the form of circles and ellipses in different colors. The figure is a presentation 

of how the area is planned to be developed. 

 

Figure 14 Munktellstaden with information. Orange: accommodation, Blue: activity facilities, 
Yellow: industries, Pink: parking, Green: recreation area 
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8.2 Information retrieval 

The Munktellstaden area chosen for this degree project contains a lot of information both over- 

and underground. Information is defined as blueprints, properties and other descriptions. 

During this degree project has information regarding the underground infrastructure, roads 

and planned buildings been retrieved from operators in current area. Since there is a parallel 

degree project cooperating with this one, the other degree project has collected information 

regarding the topography and the existing buildings in the area.  

The underground infrastructure collected, from different pipe- and wire owners operating in 

the area, was retrieved from the web service Ledningskollen.se. Owners who shared 

information was: 

- Eskilstuna Energy & Environment  

- Skanova  

- Eskilstuna municipality 

Eskilstuna Energy & Environment shared blueprints of water systems and electricity grids 

while Skanova shared blueprints over the internet and telecommunication network.  

For information over ground, blueprints of roads and planned buildings was retrieved from 

and The GIS/project Department at Eskilstuna municipality. Also the available information 

for the planned buildings has been retrieved from Eskilstuna municipality.  

8.3 Visualization of Munktellstaden 

The model of Munktellstaden was created according to retrieved information from the 

municipality and other affected stakeholders in the area. The model is constructed in AutoCAD 

and Sketch Up and then exported into IFC-files. Figure 15 displays a screenshot when the 

model was created in Sketch Up.  The model was exported into IFC-format so it could be 

visualized in Solibri Model Viewer.  

 

Figure 15 Munktellstaden created in Sketch Up. The figure shows a screenshot of the created model in 
created in Sketch Up, the model in this figure represents Munktellstaden in the future.   
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8.4 Mapping objects and attaching information 

Since similar software does not yet exist on the market the structure in Share-A-space was 

created by the authors of this degree project. With the structure includes both how objects are 

presented in a hierarchy and how objects are related to each other. Figure 16 shows a simplified 

visualization of the structure in Share-A-space. In this visualization, the structure starts with 

the City which contains of City districts and detailed development plans, which in CIM is 

named Local plans. The City districts contains of Recreational areas, City blocks and 

Infrastructure. If focus is on City blocks, it contains of real estates, which in turn contains of 

buildings, which in turn contains of nodes. The same hierarchal order applies for 

infrastructure, which contains of Streets, which in turn contains of the objects, car, pedestrian 

and bicycle, bus stops, utility grid, internet, storm water and sewage water. If the objects 

contains of other objects the hierarchal order continues.  

There are relations between objects that are not in a hierarchal order but who relates to each 

other in other ways, they are in figure 16 presented as dotted lines and is called simple link. 

One example of a simple link in figure 16 is from a buildings node (which can be a door) to a 

node in the pedestrian and bicycle network (a node in the sidewalk outside the door) 

 

Figure 16 Structure in Share-A-space. The structure start with a city and the city contains of city 
districts and local plans. The city district contains of three groups that are Recreational areas, City 
blocks and Infrastructure. If focus is on City blocks the figure shows that City Blocks contains of Real 
estates, which in turn contains of Building, which in turn contains of Nodes. 
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Each object contains information which can be added in CIM as either a property or a 

document. Relations between objects (simple links) or duration for each object can also be 

inserted. Information attached to objects for current CIM-model is the following.    

 Information regarding local plans  

o Related real estates within the local plan 

o Documents for the local plan (Blue Prints and performed investigations) 

 Information regarding buildings 

o Building year 

o Type of building (industry building, residential building or service building) 

o Accommodation form (tenancy or condominium)  

o Number of apartments in each building 

o Sizes of the apartments in the building 

 Technical specification on infrastructure  

o Speed limit on each road 

o Priority for each road 

o Responsible operator for each object 

o Technical specification for each object (type, dimensions, capacity and relations 

between objects)  
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9 RESULT 

The result for this degree project is divided into two parts. The first part is a presentation of 

the model created. The presentation of the model is illustrated with figures with related 

describing text and shows different features that are possible to use in the program, but it also 

shows the basics of the program which can be seen as the structure, properties, documents and 

its cooperation with the visualization-tool Solibri Model Viewer. The second part presents 

results from a group interview made at the municipality after a presentation of the model. This 

part contains opinions from the employees of how CIM could be a helpful tool in their work 

and benefits vs. disadvantages with the software as well as opinions regarding different 

features in CIM that the employees considered extra helpful and thoughts of how CIM could 

be furthered developed.  

9.1 Presentation of model 

The following section is presenting the model created during this degree project. A number of 

functions in the software are presented and illustrated. Functions described in this section was 

also presented at Eskilstuna Municipality 11th of May 2015. 

9.1.1 Hierarchy in CIM and visualization in Solibri   

Figure 17 illustrates the hierarchy displayed in CIM (left in figure 17) and the ingoing objects 

in Munktellstaden displayed in Solibri (right in figure 17).  At first was the city Eskilstuna 

selected, then City Districts and finally Munktellstaden. When Munktellstaden is selected in 

CIM, the folder “Use” opens by selecting the folder “Use” in top right corner. The folder “Use” 

shows Munktellstaden all subsequent components in the hierarchy.   

 

  

Figure 17 Illustrate the hierarchy in Share-A-space. The hierarchy from Eskilstuna down to 
Munktellstaden and presents the ingoing objects used in the district Munktellstaden today. 
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9.1.2 Visualization of objects in Solibri with information and properties 

displayed in CIM    

Figure 18 illustrates a building at Gränsgatan selected in CIM (left in figure 18) and how the 

building simultaneously is highlighted in Solibri Model Viewer (right in figure 18). By selecting 

the folder “Propertie” in the top right corner in CIM, information regarding the building 

displays e.g. the building contains eight apartments with one room, the building was built in 

1957 etc.      

 

Figure 18 Illustrates when a building at Gränsgatan is selected in Share-A-space. Gränsgatan is 
selected in Share-A-space and it simultaneously lights up in Solibri Model viewer. The figure does 
also illustrates what information the building has and how Share-A-space displays the information 
under the folder “Properties”.   

Figure 19 illustrates when a storm water pipe is selected in CIM and simultaneously highlights 

in Solibri Model Viewer. By selecting the folder “Document” in the top right corner in CIM it is 

possible to see all related documents to selected pipe. The document “technical specification” 

could contain information regarding the pipe such as dimension, capacity, installation year etc.   

 

Figure 19 Illustrates when a storm water sub main pipe is selected in CIM. The pipe is selected in CIM 
and it simultaneously lights up in Solibri Model viewer. The figure also illustrates the technical 
specification about the sub main has under the folder “Document”. 
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9.1.3 Local plans in CIM 

Figure 20 illustrates the hierarchy in CIM, from Eskilstuna down to local plans. By selecting 

“Eskilstuna” and then “Local plans”, all local plans added in the model are displayed in CIM.  

 

Figure 20 Illustrates when local plans are selected in CIM. In Share-A-space local plans are selected 
and all of the local plans that is available appear under the object “Local Plans”. 

Figure 21 illustrates when local plan, Nätet 4_5 is selected in CIM (left in figure 21) and how it 

simultaneously highlights in Solibri (to the right in figure 21). By selecting the folder 

“Document” in the top right corner in CIM, all related documents to the local plan are displayed 

(in the big red ellipse in figure 21). Documents that can be added are e.g. blueprints for the 

local plan, investigations performed during the local plan process and other reports regarding 

the local plan.  

 

Figure 21 Illustrates when local plan, Nätet 4_5 is selected in CIM. The local plan “Nätet 4_5” is 
selected in CIM and it simultaneously lights up in Solibri Model viewer. The figure also illustrates 
what documents that is connected to the local plan under the folder “Document”. 
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9.1.4 Changing the time 

When presenting the time-function that CIM operates, the city block Nätet is chosen.  

Figure 22 illustrates how CIM manage information over time and how it is displayed in Solibri 

Model Viewer. To the left in figure 22 is CIM shown with the structure for Munktellstaden´s 

city block, Nätet. The ellipse presents the residential complexes Anna, Daniel, Sandra, Thomas 

and Ulrika. These residential complexes is planned year 2018. Planned objects will appear in 

CIM if the time in the program is changed. To the right in figure 21 is the same residential 

complexes marked by an ellipse but presented in a 3D view. The 3D view also presents the area 

of year 2018.  

 

Figure 22 Illustrates how CIM manage information over time, year 2018. Selected in CIM is a 
residential complex in the real estate “Nätet 4” and it is possible to see it in Solibri Model viewer.  
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Figure 23 illustrates how CIM manage information over time. To the left in figure 23 is CIM 

shown with the structure for Nätet. The ellipse presents the residential complexes Anna, 

Daniel, Sandra, Thomas, Ulrika and residential complex 1- and 2_Nätet 4. These residential 

complexes are planned year 2018, 2021 and 2025. To the right in figure 23 are the residential 

complexes that is planned 2018 together with the later planned buildings, which are planned 

2021 and 2025.  

 

Figure 23 Illustrates how CIM manage information over time, year 2025. Selected in CIM are three 
residential complexes in real estate “Nätet 4” and it is possible to see it in Solibri Model viewer. 

Figure 24 illustrates how CIM manage information over time. To the left in figure 24 is CIM 

shown with the structure for Nätet. The ellipse presents the residential complexes Anna, 

Daniel, Sandra, Thomas, Ulrika, residential complex 1- and 2_Nätet 4 and residential complex 

1_Nätet 5. These residential complexes are planned year 2018, 2021, 2025 and 2027. To the 

right in figure 24 are all residential complexes added which makes Nätet completed. 

 

Figure 24 Illustrates how CIM manage information over time, year 2027. Selected in CIM are real 
estates “Nätet 4” and “Nätet 5” and it is possible to see the buildings that the two real estate’s 
contains of in Solibri Model viewer. 
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9.1.5 A city tour with functions 

In the two upcoming figures 25 and 26 are a distance in Solibri shown. The distances are shown 

from a bird´s eye view and from a street view. It is possible to walk around in the area to get a 

real-life perspective but it is also possible to calculate chosen distances in the city with 

algorithms. This gives the possibility to plan routes and what comes with them (duration for 

the route, if there are any obstacles along the planed route or if there are any alternative 

routes). Using algorithms can also ensure that the distance to nearest preschool or recreational 

area doesn’t exceeds recommended distances. 

In figure 25 the distance from a bird’s eye view is shown as one red starting point and one red 

endpoint, and between the points there are lines which represent the selected distance. All of 

the roads and pedestrian and bicycle paths are divided in to sections. Each section has a start 

and an end which represents a node. Wherever there is a node, there are multiple choices where 

to move in the program. The pedestrian and bicycle paths sections are represented by blue 

lines in figure 25, and the nodes are represented by the pink dots that connects the lines in the 

same figure. 

 

Figure 25 Illustrates how CIM and Solibri can manage distances presented from a bird´s eye view. 
The selected distance could by algorithm calculate the distance and the distance will be presented in 
CIM. 
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In figure 26 the distance from a walking perspective is shown in six different pictures. Picture 

one represents the view from the starting point. Picture two presents the view when the walking 

view has moved a bit closer to the node than in picture one. In picture three the walking view 

has reached the node and is looking to the left and are about to cross the road. Picture four 

shows the walking view in the middle of the road. Picture five present a node where the 

“walker” can go to the right or left, or go back. In picture six the “walker” went right and is 

standing behind the bus stop.  

 

Figure 26 Illustrates how CIM and Solibri can manage distances presented from a walking 
perspective. The selected distance could by algorithm calculate the distance and the distance will be 
presented in CIM. 
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9.2 How can CIM help the municipality in their work 

At Eskilstuna municipality 11th of May 2015 was a group interview performed with invited 

employees from The Building Permit Department, The Planning Department , GIS/project 

Department and The Department of Development, Exploateringsaveldningen. The interview 

made after the presentation answer the question whether CIM can work as an alternative 

approach to what is currently used at the municipality, and if there are any interesting features 

with the program. The following chapters (9.2.1 and 9.2.2) are a summary of the most relevant 

aspects discussed during the group interview and the interview questions asked can be found 

in appendix 3.  

9.2.1 Coherent information in a digital environment 

Today Eskilstuna municipality is working on an integration of the case management program 

Castor and The map Eskilstuna. The integration is made so more information or tools used for 

information retrieval are collected at the same place, so less work is required to complete a 

task/case. When the municipality currently handles information all required information has 

to be searched for in different databases e.g. The map Eskilstuna, Castor, BlomWeb (a 3D map 

with functions like, visualization, measurement and navigating opportunities). This is a 

problem for the employees at the municipality because it takes up a lot of their time to search 

for information in different databases. But the information is not only collected from the 

databases, often the information is sent by email or mail. A problem that can take a lot of time 

is that when information is retrieved, there are occasions where old documents are being sent 

instead of the newer versions that are available. If CIM would exist it would ensure that the 

newest versions would be available, which would make the process for the employees at the 

municipality easier and it would also save time. When implementing this kind of software one 

concern is that it will take a long time to insert all information to CIM, that it is a resource 

demanding process. Resources that the municipality can’t set aside today. 

CIM will help the departments to save time in several ways. CIM would e.g. help to shorten the 

detailed development plan process by its way of storing information. The initial face during the 

detailed development plan process can today last for 3-4 months since all required information 

is retrieved from separate sources. If all information would be retrieved from one collaborative 

hub, which is the idea CIM, will the time for the initial face be considerably reduced.   

When all information is stored in one hub and expected to be updated at all time, every user 

sharing information must make sure that the information shared, is in fact updated. This can 

otherwise lead to problem and give inaccurate final results. It is not only important that all the 

information in the database is updated it is also important that information classified, remains 

classified. Some classified information can’t be available for everyone to see, some kind of 

safety net or blocks in CIM is required so that only authorized persons can access the classified 

information.  
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It will be helpful that CIM can handle combinations of different programs, it will be easier to 

both visualize the city and simultaneously get the information wanted. Since CIM manage to 

combine the visualization (3D), information and cases, the work for the employees will get 

easier since everything are managed in one software.  

The idea with the city in 3D and the possibility to “click on a building” and the information 

pops up in CIM was a good tool according the employees at the group interview. (This “tool” 

can be found in chapter 9.1.2, figure 18). This was not only good for the employees, if everybody 

in the city has access to CIM ,but with different authority levels,  makes it easier for outsiders 

(e.g. city residents) to see future planning in 3D and it will be more understandable. If 

information is connected to objects in the city it would be possible for house owner to use CIM, 

click on his/hers building and get access to blueprints, properties as building year or other 

documentations. This implies that the house owner doesn’t has to contact the municipality to 

retrieve information regarding the building. But this requires that everybody has access to 

internet and CIM.  

9.2.2 Functions in CIM 

A few functions regarding CIM was during the presentation at Eskilstuna municipality 

presented and described. The functions presented more thoroughly were: 

- The possibility to go back and forth in time and see information regarding older objects and 

future plans 

- Ability to see properties and documents of all specific objects that each stakeholder in the city 

decide to share  

- The opportunity to walk around in a 3D model and click at object to see attached information 

- How CIM enable to measure distances between objects 

When describing the functions in CIM for the municipality, it became obvious that different 

functions in CIM are more suitable for some users than others. It is for example, not so relevant 

for the employees at the Administration of Urban Development to see every little detail about 

the technical information of the underground infrastructure, which is something that could be 

more helpful for other users. Information on such detailed level is more useful for operators 

that is doing maintenance work, analyses and other investigations. Technical information that 

the employees at the Administration of Urban Development considered useful is e.g. the 

position of infrastructure or investigations made regarding the infrastructure that could have 

an effect on future plans. Other examples of how information is more interesting for some 

users than others, are e.g. available information regarding numbers of apartments and type of 

buildings within a certain area. Such information is more helpful for the Planning Department 

to use when creating future detailed development plans than for the Street Department. It is 

in the same way irrelevant for the Building Permit Department to see distances between two 

objects in the city which for The Planning Department is a useful tool to ensure that the 

recommended distance to nearest bus stop, preschool or recreation area not exceeds when 

planning new residential areas.    
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The possibility to “travel in time” was something the interviewed group considered as a good 

and in many way useful function. The Building Permit Department saw the function as a 

chance for them to more easily retain control when a permit is given and what the permit 

allowed. Comparisons can thereby be easy to do between the actual building built and the 

building permit for current building. Another aspect The Building Permit Department pushed 

for was that, go back in time makes it possible to see previous occupation at a certain location. 

This helps the employees to more rapidly take decisions of what investigations that needs to 

be performed before give permit to a new building.   

To see the future and future plans is also something that would facilitate during the detailed 

development plan process. The interviewed group mentioned how a detailed development plan 

can be difficult for private residence to understand and to visualize what the detailed 

development plan allows in 3D would give the private residence a higher understanding and 

can thereby leave more relevant comments regarding the detailed development plan. It would 

not only save time by avoid answering irrelevant comments but also give private residence a 

greater influence to affect future plans. Opinions regarding CIM that was brought up during 

the presentation is the opportunity to implement functions they are using today into the 

software. One example is to implement SMHI´s, Swedish Metrological and Hydrological 

Institutes forecasts when planning the city to avoid flooding. 
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10 DISCUSSION 

The discussion is divided into four sections. Section 10.1 covers the method used and how it 

affect the received result and conclusions.  Section 10.2 discuss CIMs way of managing 

information and what advantages vs. disadvantages the municipality mentioned during the 

interview. Section 10.3 discuss presented functions in CIM that the municipality considered 

extra useful. The last sections, 10.4 covers implementation possibilities for CIM. 

10.1 Method 

This degree project has in some extent been a challenge for us to perform since we have limited 

experience of working with required software and file formats. Build and implement wanted 

functions in CIM required both time and knowledge. Guidelines are limited how to construct 

a software like CIM and several solutions of how the program should be constructed were 

therefore decided by us e.g. the structure of the model and what information to implement. 

There are also desirable functions the program should manage in the future but solutions for 

how to implement and make these functions operable are not today available. These aspects 

made the degree project more complicated.     

Certain activities affected our results. For example, the department we focused on, the 

Administration of Urban Development, or who we interviewed, numbers of interviews, type of 

interviews and what functions we focused on during the presentation affected the results. Even 

our interviewing and presentation techniques most likely affected the results. We noticed that 

group interviews gave less while personal interviews gave us a lot more information. This 

because people’s enthusiasm to answer questions, give opinion or suggestions of software 

improvements tends, from our experience, to drop in a group environment. Only a few persons 

dare to “tell all” in the group.  Our focus was exclusively on the Administration of Urban 

Development and our results are therefore only reflecting their opinions. Interviewing an 

external user like Eskilstuna Energy & Environment with different needs of a software like CIM 

would probably give different results. 

10.2 Integrated information management  

The objective with this degree project was to evaluate if, and in what way, CIM could work as 

an alternative tool for the municipality and more specifically the Administration of Urban 

Development to use in their work. The objective was also to see if process at the municipality 

would be more efficient by store all the information for a city in one hub and if there were any 

specific features about CIM, the municipality considered extra useful in their work. The overall 

opinions the employees had regarding the software were positive. The interviewed group 

considered that CIM could contribute to a more efficient and transparent work approach which 

also conforms to Boverkets visions.  
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A lot of today’s way of sharing information could be replaced and more efficient by working 

with CIM, since all information from all operators in the city are stored at the same place, and 

hopefully continuously updated. This entails that retrieving information is made in one 

collaborative hub instead of searching in multiple databases. During the group interview some 

of the employees mentioned that they currently are working on ways to merge different 

software’s so that they in the future can work in a smaller amount of programs. One example 

mentioned is the possibility to merge Castor and The map Eskilstuna into one system. CIM on 

the contrary, enable the opportunity to display information in different manners, visualized in 

3D, managing information regarding specific objects and make analyses. These different 

features are today not possible for the municipality to do in the same software, it is currently 

done separately. Using CIM would in that way meet the municipality’s need of a more coherent 

digital environment.  

Boverkets visions regarding a more coherent digital environment, will in our opinion, be 

reached in many aspects by using CIM. Processes would be more efficient using CIMs way of 

storing and sharing information, routines where to distribute and retrieve information would 

be clearer, it would also be easier for everyone (residents and private companies) to take part 

of and interact with the municipality’s work.  

It became clear when retrieving information for the literature study that certain information 

possess a higher confidentiality status and some information holders are responsible not to 

share or make these information public. One problem with a collaborative hub, containing both 

confidential and non-confidential information, is that confidential information can be reached 

by unauthorized people. CIM avoids this problems by inserting security levels on different 

stages so unauthorized people can’t reach certain information. Another problem with a 

collaborative hub is the risk of system break downs. There are examples of how systems crashes 

and how classified information disappears or becomes available for anyone’s reach. To avoid 

this risk, CIM uses several servers who reflecting each other which implies that if one server 

crashes there are several other servers working as backups.   

10.3 Useful functions in CIM 

One function regarding CIM that the municipality considered extra useful is the opportunity 

to go back and forth in time. The combination of “travel in time”, to see the city in 3D and to 

have available information regarding historical objects and future plans, would not only be 

helpful for the municipality but also for private residence, organizations and companies. The 

function gives an opportunity to see the city from a historical perspective and how it will look 

like in the future. We believe, as well as the municipality believes, that the opportunity to 

“travel in time” will contribute to advantages that not exists today. The Administration of 

Urban Development could by using this function, e.g. get a chance to a more holistic view 

regarding the urban planning. By combining the time and the analysis functions the 

Administration of Urban Development will minimize the risk of miscalculating the need for 

public services and social functions, such as preschools or recreational areas. The function of 

travel in time will also be a useful tool for residents in the city as it enable residents to more 

easily take part of, understand and effect future plans for the city. We believe thereby that the 

residents feel like they belong to the city, which in turn leads to a higher public satisfaction. 
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10.4 Implementation of CIM 

The municipality is not willing to implement any further and more comprehensive 

transformations (than the ones they already are working on) regarding their digital work 

approach, until Boverket comes up with guidelines. To implement a software like CIM is a 

resource demanding process and the municipality would rather wait for guidelines than start 

the process by themselves, since the municipality wants to make sure that the transformation 

goes in line with Boverkets visions. The municipality would also require financial support to 

allow an implementation of CIM. Implementing this kind of software requires not only the 

installation of the software but also educating the intended users and introduce new routines 

of how to manage information. If the program should be able to reach its objective, it is not 

only the municipality who needs to transform their information management, but also the 

external users. The insertion of all archived information would take a long time to complete 

and is a necessity if all functions in the software should operate as planned.  

Even though an implementation of CIM is resource demanding, an implementation of 

something similar is necessary in our opinion, based on Boverket visions and Eskilstuna 

municipality´s needs. We believe that any transformation similar to CIM would require a great 

amount of resources and should therefore not be a reason to avoid an implementation of CIM. 

We also believe that CIM would be more beneficial for larger cities who develops more rapidly 

which implies a more complex and comprehensive urban planning. 
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11 CONCLUSIONS 

It became clear during the degree project that CIMs ability to manage technical information 

regarding all specific objects is not useful for everyone. CIM is not customized for one specific 

user, it is adapted to fit different fields and certain information is therefore irrelevant for some 

users. The interviewed group didn’t see any benefits by having access to all technical 

information regarding separate objects, for example a capacity for a pipe in a sewage water 

network. They saw more benefits by having access to investigations made by others that are 

stored in the software as a technical information, and that all investigations are gathered in 

one collaborative hub make processes more efficient.  

Feature considered extra helpful, by the Administration of Urban Development, is the 

opportunity to “travel in time” combined with the opportunity to make analyses. The “travel in 

time”-feature would facilitate the Building Permit Department to make comparisons between 

building permits with related buildings. The Planning Department saw CIM as a chance to 

facilitate their work of planning the city and ensure that future city areas contain necessary 

functions, such as, number of apartments in relation to number of day care centers etc. One 

suggestion was to implement functions they are using today, for example the forecasts from 

SMHI to prevent flooding. This could be a helpful tool when planning future city areas. 

The conclusions received after performed degree project is that CIM could operate and be a 

valid alternative for the municipality to use. Both Eskilstuna municipality and Boverket wants 

to improve the digital work approach and CIM could be one way of improvement. Using CIM 

would contribute to more efficient processes, it would give a larger insight, better 

understanding and a greater opportunity to affect the municipality’s work for private users. It 

would also simplify for the employees at the municipality to retrieve information since all 

information is stored in one collaborative hub. Implementing this kind of software requires 

large resources and it will be a long transition period, but this is something that would be 

required for any large change similar to CIM.  
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12 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This degree project was limited to investigate what benefits CIM could contribute with for the 

Administration of Urban Development. The achieved result would probably be different if we 

interviewed other prospect users during the process. Since the software isn’t customized for 

one specific user further research should have its focus on different prospect users. By focusing 

further research on other users new approaches and requirement will appear and CIM could 

thereby make it possible to develop so that the software become useful for a wider user scale.  

CIM is in the future expected to be a helping tool when planning, maintaining and developing 

cities, one way is by using algorithms that CIM can manage to create functions. A deeper 

investigation should therefore investigate what the demands are and what functions CIM 

should contain to facilitate for prospect users in their work.  

One aspect that could be furthered discussed in future research is the lifecycle perspective CIM 

can manage. In this degree project have the possibility to travel back and forth in time been 

presented, it would in further research be interesting to see what benefits CIM could contribute 

with regarding a lifecycle perspective, such from an economic, environmental or  social aspect.  

The possibilities with a software like CIM are endless and could go in different directions. The 

stated proposals on furthered research that are presented in this chapter are the once that 

naturally would develop and follow the direction of this degree project.  
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APPENDIX 1: MUNKTELLSTADEN  

 How Munktellstaden was defined for this degree project. 
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW, HOW THE MUNICIPALITY MANAGE 

INFORMATION  

In this appendix is interview questions and answers presented. 

 

Interview questions 

1) Vart arbetar du? 

Where do you work? 

2) Hur länge har du arbetat här? 

How long have you been working here? 

3) Vilka är dina huvudsakliga arbetsuppgifter? 

What are your primary work duties?  

4) Vilka olika aktörer arbetar du främst emot? 

What stakeholder are you primary working against? 

5) Vilken typ av information är det ni delar och vilken typ av information vill ni ta del av 

från andra aktörer? 

What type of information are you sharing with other stakeholders in the City?  

6) På vilka sätt delar ni information? 

In what manner are you sharing information? 

7) Ser du något problem att viss informationsutbyte ske digitalt och viss 

informationsutbyte sker fysiskt? 

Do you see any problems with your way of sharing information today? That information 

is shared by e-mail, by telephone, by physical letters, etc.?   

8) Finns det några restriktioner som gör det svårt att få tillgång till information? Hur löser 

ni detta?  

Are there any restrictions that makes it difficult to get access on certain information? 

How do you solve that?  

9) Vilka moment ingår för extern/intern hantering av information? 

What procedures are included for external / internal management of information? 

10) Hur säkerställs att uppdaterad och korrekt information delas och används?  

How is it ensured that updated and correct information is shared employees within the 

municipality and with external parts? 
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11) Ser du några problem med ert sätt att hantera information? 

Do you see any problems with your way of managing information? 

12) Känner ni att det ibland tar lång tid att få ta del av rätt information? 

Do you ever experience that it takes unnecessarily long time to get hold of correct 

information? 

13) Finns det tillfällen där ni behöver information som inte går att få tag på? Ex. äldre 

information som kommit bort eller inte arkiverats. 

Are there occasions when require information that for some reason is missing? For 

example information regarding older object or investigations that hasn´t been archived.  

14) Hur mottags nya arbetssätt för informationshantering? 

How is new work approaches welcomed here at the municipality? 

15) Ser ni något behov av nya arbetssätt och i sådana fall, på vilket sätt?  

Do you see any needs for new work approaches at the municipality? If so, in what way? 

 

 

Interview with Jorma Seimilä 18th of March 2015 
 
Jorma works at Eskilstuna municipality on The Street Department and has worked there since 

August 2014. His position are head of the street department.  

In Jormas work he works against all the community residents and information that is shared 

between The Street Department and the residents are primarily information regarding all 

operation of our public urban environments.  When the information is shared with the 

residents of Eskilstuna, it is shared primarily on the website and through press releases. When 

the information is shared between departments at the municipality it is shared by email and 

personal contact and information shared can be in different files as DWG or PDF. When 

information is shared or managed inside The Street Department it is done so on department 

meetings, through the circuit TV, by email or personal contact etc. 

From earlier research and interviews it has shown that when information is shared there can 

come up some complications for example difficulty reading files, restrictions that impedes the 

plans or that it takes a long time for files to arrive at the final destination, but Jorma have not 

encountered any problems at the street department. One thing though, that can be a problem, 

is how it is ensured that updated and correct information is shared and used and this Jorma 

didn’t have an answer to. Jorma adds that it sometimes can be a problem to get the right 

information that for example is required for a project. But the municipality is now in the 

process of develop new procedures for information exchange between different departments 

and primarily regarding information exchange in projects, this to ensure that proper 

documentation gets to project manager and in the right time.  
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Jorma says that information on The Street Department is stored digitally on various servers. 

But when information that is required not are stored in the servers maybe because it is too old 

or not has been archived they has to look in old folders to see if the information is saved there, 

otherwise it can be gone. 

How new work approaches is being welcomed at The Street Department is very different, there 

are always some resistance, primarily for the older employees that does not like email or other 

digital media. And right now The Street Department is in a change where the whole street 

department has been reorganized. 

 

Answers on interview with Rebecca Juslin and Maria Strengbohm 16th of March 

2015 

 

Rebecca and Marie works at Eskilstuna municipality on The Building Permit Department and 

Rebecca has been working there for seven years and Marie has been working there for one year. 

Their primary work duties are to handle building permits, demolitions permits, advance 

rulings and enforcement cases. Along with these work duties there is a continuous 

communication with private persons and companies, construction entrepreneurs, public 

companies and other departments at Eskilstuna municipality.  

The Building Permit Department is communicating with other stakeholders in various ways 

and in different file formats. It can be by E-mail, telephone, physical letters or by personal 

contact. Although, the most common way of communicating with other actors is by e-mail or 

by telephone. That information is shared in different way is nothing either Rebecca or Marie 

consider as a problem. It is a part of their job and some information i.e. application forms, that 

requires signatures from another part must be delivered by letter since there is today not 

possible to sign a document in a digital manner.  One consequence of information being 

delivered as physical letter is that someone at the municipality must scan the documents so 

that it can be stored digital. “It is time consuming to scan all documents, but we are working 

on ways to enable the whole process to be digital. A complete digital working approach is our 

vision and we hope to reach it within 1-2 years”. Eskilstuna on the other hand, has no intention 

to change their approach yet. We rather wait for Boverket to come up with guidelines how a 

transformation should be performed. Several municipalities has been transforming their 

organization into more a digitalized approach, in different ways, but Eskilstuna municipality 

believes that a change will come within a short time. “We rather wait for guidelines so that our 

transformation is made in a correct way instead of spending money now on something that 

might is wrong”.  

Neither Rebecca nor Marie consider it to be any problem to find required information for their 

work duties. They both have good knowledge where to search for information and whom to ask 

to receive correct information. They are i.e. using The Map Eskilstuna to find information such 

as detailed development plans, using their case management program Castor to find 

information regarding specific cases or searching in the archive for information regarding 

older cases that not yet been digitalized. There could be a problem that not all information is 

stored in the same data base. The Map Eskilstuna has for example only the detailed 

development plan stored but the directive for the detailed development plan is sometimes 

stored elsewhere. Another problem would be if The Map Eskilstuna is shut down. If The Map 
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Eskilstuna is shut down during a period of time, the department would have difficulties to get 

any job done.   

When it comes to activities that takes unreasonable long time Marie and Rebecca mentioned 

two specific things. When scanning in paper documents received from applicants and when 

establish a New Buildings Map. The process to establish a New Buildings Map starts most often 

with The Building Permit Department who send a request to the Project/GIS Department who 

add all geographic information. Then will the drawing be sent to Eskilstuna energy and 

environment who adds information regarding underground infrastructure. Then will the map 

be sent to the developer or the architect who points out where the building is planned. All these 

steps can take a while and the process to establish a New Buildings map should be simplified 

according to Rebecca. A question was then asked, if the process to establish a New Buildings 

Map would be more efficient if the Department of Building Permit would have direct access of 

all information required? This is nothing Rebecca agrees with since there are laws and 

copyrights regulating what information that can be distributed or not.  
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APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW, OPINIONS OF CIM 

In this appendix is interview questions presented. 
 

1) Efter att ni fått se idén bakom Share-A-space och CIM så är det kanske svårt att förstå 

helt vad programmet förväntas göra. Men vad är det första intrycket ni fick av att se 

presentationen om CIM?  

 

After seeing the idea behind Share-A-space and CIM, what was your first impression 

about the Software?  

 

2) En av de saker vi har fokuserat på i vårt examensarbete är om CIM kommer kunna 

hjälpa till att snabba på olika processer inom Kommunen, exempelvis 

detaljplaneprocessen och bygglovsprocessen. Tror ni att CIM:s sätt att göra 

information från andra aktörer tillgängliga utan att man behöver kontakta den andra 

parten kommer att göra att processer går snabbare? 

 

The degree project is focusing on CIM´s possibility to make processes at the 

municipality more efficient, for example the detailed development plan process and 

the building permit process. Would Share-A-space way, of making information from 

all stakeholders in the city available, enable more efficient processes? If so, in what 

way? 

 

3) Share-A-space samlar som sagt all information som varje aktör väljer att dela. I vår 

modell finns exempelvis information om enskilda komponenter, vilken kapacitet en 

dagvattenledning/spillvattenledning har, vilket prioritet en väg har eller vilka typer av 

kablar som ligger i backen. Är detta något ni har nytta av i planeringsstadiet och kan 

finns det någon idé att ni har tillgång till denna information?  

 

Share-A-space is collecting all information that each stakeholder chose to share with 

others. In the model presented during the presentation, there was for example 

technical information regarding the utility grid and the water grid. Is that useful 

information for you in your work?  

 

4) En sak som är lite speciell med CIM är att man kan gå fram och tillbaka i tiden och se 

vad som planeras och vad som tidigare funnit på en plats. Information om äldre objekt 

kommer alltid finnas sparade i CIM och man kan gå fram i tiden för att se hur staden 

kommer se ut i framtiden. Är detta något ni kommer ha någon nytta av och i sådana 

fall på vilket sätt?  

 

One special function in Share-A-space is the possibility to go back and forth in time. 

It is for example possible to see information regarding old objects and to see scheduled 

events and plans. Is that a function that could be useful in you work?    
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5) En idé med CIM är att hela staden visualiseras i 3D och att man kan klickar runt för att 

se information om objekt. Privatpersoner kan själv gå runt i staden och hämta 

information och lämna synpunkter om objekt (likt felanmälan Eskilstuna). Detta gör 

också att privatpersoner har möjlighet att se framtida planer visualiserade i 3D. Vilka 

fördelar finns med denna funktion? 

 

One idea behind CIM is that the whole city is visualized in 3D and that it is possible to 

walk around in the model and click at objects to see information regarding that 

specific object. Private residence can in that manner walk around in the model and 

leave comments regarding the city and also have a chance to see planned objects in 

3D. What are the benefits whit that function? 

 

6) Var det någon funktion med CIM som ni ansåg vara extra användbar/bra och finns det 

någon funktion ni idag saknar som bör finnas med i CIM.  

 

Were there any function you saw during the presentation that was extra useful and 

are there functions you would like to implement in CIM that would facilitate your 

work? 

 

7) Till sist, tror ni att idén med Share-A-space kommer kunna vara ett alternativt verktyg 

till de flera verktyg som idag används (Eskilstunakartan, Din stad, Castor, BlomWeb)? 

 

Finally, Would CIM be a useful tool for you to use in your work and could it work as 

an alternative to the several tools that are used today (The Map Eskilstuna, Your City, 

Castor and BlomWeb)?  
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